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?? The no idea about what to do with the radkey... and i'm not a linux user Any advice? A: i don't know if you have (or want) to add every key to you keylist, but it might be easier to add the key you recieve from
the keylist by using the code below: p7map_decode_file(keyfile, "./keys/128bit.key"); where the p7map_decode_file() function is located in the included p7map.cpp file in the code and where 128bit.key is the file

you recieve from your keylist. A list of all functions i refer to in the source code are listed in the header file p7map.h. WHEW! Another week gone and another round of best of the year has rolled out. We're
stoked to see some of our favorites so far take home the award, including: the black gold that is Chef's Table at Stars, Noodles & Company, Blue Moon's take on a crab cake and a new brand of limeade to name
a few. Let's keep the momentum going folks! Here's your week in review. Best Pizza in Chicago Patitucci's and Alte Kitchen (one of our favorites) Why: Patitucci's is the original Chicago pizza spot, and the menu
has mostly stayed the same since 1905, a wise choice for the city where tradition is king. Their pies are the best in Chicago and the kitchen is open late, when there's still hunger to be satisfied. Thanks to our

readers for recognizing it as the best. Best Crab Cake Blue Moon (or any crab cake) Why: Blue Moon tends to get all the attention for their secret recipe, but much of their success can be attributed to the quality
of their seafood and the fact that they serve it on a fresh roll with vegetables and a great sauce. Best Burger Guy Fieri's Burger Bar (or any burger) Why: Burger Twitter is full of people dishing out solid reviews
of their burger recently, but only Guy Fieri's Burger Bar gets the gold thanks to Guy and his crew. This is not the best burger in Chicago by any stretch, but they do a great job with technique, quality ingredients

and serving up something that's not just a glorified cheeseburger. Best c6a93da74d
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